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IOil of America
There is a current need to identify dimensions ot her than those associated with federal financial support and traditional institutional contours.
The ten most critical dimensions of cross-racial, cross-ethnic teaching and learning
by James Boyer
Analysis of school challenges in th is decade de· mands a more careful and precise identification of cultural dimensions associated with formal schOoling . Curriculum researchers and social scientists have attempted to describe some of the complexities of public schooling in America but there is currently a need to further review the "parts" which make up the "whole" of pluralis1ic educational effort. In view of some research effort wh ich al· tempted to deny the impact of the American school (Steinberg, 1981 and Paddock's Review, 1981), there is urgent need to identify dimensions other than those associated with federal financial support and traditional instit utional contours.
Cross-racial, cross-ethnic teaching and learn ing oc· cur when the teacher and student are of different racial or ethnic identities. While many social scientists still deny me ecological impact of such differences, curriculum specialists recognize the additional element which accompanies cultu rally pluralistic school programs. Following are the ten most critical dimensions of cross-racial, crossethnic teaching and learning which must be analyzed by school personnel during this decade: Dimension Number 1: Human Service Provision The human service delivery role of teaching involves the teacher's adoption and interpretation of the public hu · James B. Boyer is a professor and multicultural cur. riculum specialist at Kansas State University, Man· hattan, Kansas.
2 man service role at large. The concept involves member· ship on a team of related prof essionals I ike social worl<· ers, physicians, ministers, nurses, mental health facllita· tors and faml ly service workers who are expected to be committed to serving all human beings of all races, colors, creeds and ethnic Identities. This dimension necessitates a new examination by human service deliverers of their career motives to determ ine if their professional service capacity is adequate for cross-racial, cross-ethnic instruction. Such assessment involves review of one's personallife experiences with racially and ethnically diflerent individ uals-plus an increased knowledge of research on cross-racial interactions and on several aspects of racism.
Dimension Number 2: Multicultural Competence of Instructional Staffs
This dimension (encompassing mu lti lingualism and ethnic intell igence) Involves the knowledge base-held by teachers, administrators, secretaries and other staff-of people, agencies, programs and services which relale to racial/ethnic concerns different from one's self. ft is concerned with the broad effon at diminishing the monocul· tural impact of curriculum and it includes the sociological imp I lcations o f the coping skills developed by people un· like one's self. It further includes the functioning patterns which grow out of one's self. It further includes the tune· llonlng patterns which grow out of one's ethnicity and the content employed in teaching across racial/ethnic lines.
For teacher educators, the major implication involves the nature of clinical preparation as well as inservice assistance being provided which may need to increase the multiculturallm ultlll ngual competencies of teachers. The dimension Implies lhat preparation should include in· struction in the associative skills of relating new and dif· ferent information to traditional disciplines-and a new pattern of research consumption of authentic language and ling uistic data involving ethnically diverse subjects and settings. How much do we know about people differ· ent from ourselves? Dimension Number 3: Economic Implications of Formal Schooling (Addressing lhe Element of Poverty) Institutional response to poverty Involves the teacher's prevai ling concepts of economics on the learner's PO· tential in academic pursuits. Whal is the relationship of academic progress and success to employment, housing and social mobility? The extent to which instructional be· havior responds to alternative learning styles will dictate progress or success lor learners who are economically poor in almost all Instances-but particularly when there Is cross-r acial, cross-ethnic Interaction in the schooling process. The impact of the school's response to poverty in the classroom is enormous.
Poverty is rarely treated In curriculum substance with guidelines for instructional performance. Clinical practice, however, may need to be especially designed so that guided-supervised experience may be acquired with student populations from families of extremely limited income. In rural areas of America, such experience is even more critically needed than in some urban areas. Wh ile clinical practice Is emphasized, it Is suggested that inser· Vice efforts also be similarly designed (Morris, 1978 : Boyer, 1979 The mentality held of race and ethnic relations (by schOol people) will dictate the quality of professional/ell· ent relationships In teaching-learning settings. This di· mension is often more difficult to categorize because It involves belief systems of educators which manifest themselves In racially mixed and ethnically mixed settings. Be· lief systems which mythls1ze that racial and ethnic ml· norities are Intellectually less capable than others only serve to support prevailing academic racism. (Sedlacek & Brooks, 1976) . This also Involves understanding the notions of cultural assets and variations rather than cultural deprivation. This further extends to the quality of parentconferences, counseling sessions, library Interactions and laboratory practices carried on in cross-racial, crossethnic schooling .
The management of learning experiences tends to be so critical that the broad range of race relations needs 10 be incorporated into inservlce and professional preparation of educators. This need may involve lhe establishment of a minimum quantily (clock hours) of time In training In· volvement for Improved cross-racial mentality regarding academic service delivery. Levels of cross-racial interac· tlon between teachers and non-teaching adults-as well as between teachers and learners-may need to be the focus of additional communications training. Belief systems which place extensive limitations on students because of their human profiles can be modified through Keener understanding of race and ethnic relations (Kl· tano. 1974 and Katz, 1978) .
Dimension Numbers: Curriculum Blas and Instructional Discrimination (Associative Academic Compatibility) This dimension relates specifically to the selection, purchase, and utilization of curriculum materials for eth· nic diversity-designed toward reducing curriculum bias (over-emphasis on monocultural lhrust) and toward reduclng rnstructlonal discrimination which is Incompatibility of learning style wllh leaching style. Analysis of library collections, textbooks, mascots, and other curriculum artrfacls all suggest program content Is unbalanced. New attention may need to be given to cross-ethnic, cross-economic and cross-racial Instructional behavior associated with curriculum materials chosen by educators for Implementing learning programs. The goal is to employ curricu lum materials which lead us closer to educational eqully and this will include (1) identification of unbiased materials, (2) selection and utilization of more equitable print and non.print materials as well as (3) curriculum assessment for mu lti-ethnic, non.racist curricular substance.
The other part of this dimension Involves greater need for proficiency In identifying one's own Instructional style and the professional modification thereof when In· struction must be delivered In cross-racial, cross-ethnic settings (Deyoe & Solis, 1978 ).
Dimension Number 6: Experiential Base of Educators
(General Affected Response) This dimension is primarily the educator's personal reaction to certain "code words" In America which create explosive emotional Impact (welfare, busing for racial balance, etc.). Included In this dimension also is the edu·
cator's perception of learners, particu larly the strong re· ality of equatltarian values held by many minority slu· dents. Such values are often reflected In behavior and are perceived as being in conflict with the teacher's self-perception of the instructional role. This is perhaps the leastdeslgnable dimension of them all because of the complex· lty of the concept of "discipline." The most productive avenue for offsetting the impact of negative affective response to student behavior Is the clear analysis of one's instructional behavior as impacted by the cross-racial , cross-ethnic element. Resource persons In this area shou ld be highly skilled In cross-racial communicalion and in lacilitative techniques. An understanding of value constructs which influence our responses lo personal ex · perlence would help to build a better foundation for edu · cators (Sedlacek, 1976).
Dimension Number 7:
Diminishing Psychological Vicllmlzallon In Schooling (Legal mandates, student freedoms, and social distance)
This Involves the legal ramifications of legislation which makes it Illegal to avoid cross-racial, cross-ethnic teaching and learning -coupled with the need for exercising student freedoms and building meaningful cross-racial. cross-ethnic client/professional relallonships. A pri· mary thrust of this dimension is lhe reduction of human· social distance between racially different people in the academic marketplace (the school). Psychological vlctlmi· zation occurs when affective growth falls to keep pace with cognitive growth, and when lhe learning and Instructional experience lacks m111ual respect between participants. Recognition of the student's perception of aca· demlc services bel ng provided has now become essential. Assessment by students of social distance reflected in human interaction mlghlbe a beginning point. Psychological victimization is keenly felt when school policies and procedures fail to provide an ecolog I cal setting in which academic nurturance flourishes (Baptiste· & Baptiste, 1979).
Dimension Numbers: The Dilemma of Scientific Racism (Competency in multl·ethnlc. multiracial instructional assessment) Th is dimension relates to the execution of traditional behaviors In academia which relegate persons/students to lower positions Jn the schooling experience based on seemingly objective assessment practices and other procedures. Sclenllllc racism Is any act, behavior, or practice which employs traditional research and/or evaluation techniques which consistently result in a lower academic concept of minority student performance and student populations. Any necessary labeling of students should carry positive connotations rather than the tradilional negative ones. All scientific behavior (Including testing) should be Initiated and/or re-examined for scientific legitimacy-as well as for the quality of life for economically poor learners and ethnic and racial minorities. Who's qualified for school activities? Who is rewarded for school effort In which categories? (Boyer & Boyer, 1975 What Is the nature of curriculum prerequisi tes? What is the pattern o f student suspen sions from school? Whal are the chances for confllct resolution between teacher and learner In cross· racial settings which appear equitable to the student? What guidelines govern the grouping and tracking pat· terns in secondary schools? (Boyer, 1978) .
Basic Assumptions
The foregoi ng critical dimensions are offered on the assumption that certain administrative and personnel conditions are being met: (1) Interracial, lnte r ethnlc faculty and staff are employed; (2) there is continuous prolessional development with the professional and non.profes· sional staffs; and (3) budgetary priorities and curriculum resource balanc ing are equitably exec uted on a continu · ous basis. How Is the school viewed by ethnic min orities? How is it viewed by ethnic majorities?
By design, these dimensions did not treat the problems of sexism, of handlcaplsm, or of ageism-considered social ills equally as detrimental as racism and elitism .
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The degree of concern registered is drawn from the state of curriculum Implementation In America as synthe· sized throug h the eyes of those responsible for academic Implementation and social policy. Dimensions 
Educat1ona1 Considerations
Educational leaders must begin to look ahead, not just to next year, but into the future, and they must begin to plan accordingly. Predicted national, state, and educational issues derived from a modified Delphi study for the formulation of long-range educational policies by Robert R. Simmons and Nancy E. Kaldor Over lhe pas I two decades, leaders o f the educational community In most states, and Kansas Is no exception, have had the opportunity to be Involved with what has come to be called the administration of growth. In the next two decades this will change. Leaders trained to deal with issues relating to the administration of growth will now be confronted with a new set of problems unique to the administration of decline. Ed ucational leaders must begin to look ahead, not j ust to next year, but Into the future, and they must begi n to plan accordingly. " Looking ahead Is not just a matter of curiosity. It Is also a matter of effective adaption-Hegel once wrote that 'Hell Is truth seen too late.' Looking ahead is also a malter of leadership, o l 1ry. Two of the greatest periods of programmatic advancement in education have also been periods of growth, 1870 to 1890 and 1960 to 1980. The period 1982 lo 2001 may well be another turning point in education , programmatic ad· vancement in a declining environment. The world ol the year 2000 seems likely to be far more dlflerent Jrom the world of 1980 than the wor ld of 1930 was from that ol 1910.
Never in the history of education have administrators had to deal with the multitude of problems which are now ansing. Enrollment decline, inflation, soaring energy costs ag ing lacilltles, and sh ifting financial support are Just ~ Jew of the many problems which are fac ing the educa· tional community. All ol the above problems are alfectlng or will aflect education not only in Kansas but throughout the country.
Kansas is at a major crossroads In education. Popula· l ion changes, decline in birth rates, d epletion of natural re· sources, and the changing economy are challenging the very basis of state educational olferings and their funding . Traditional concepts of Jnslltutlonal autonomy, enroll· ment-based funding , and competition among Institutions can no longer adequately cope with the educational cir· cumstances being faced. Competition and demand work well when there is affluence to support multiple approaches . With inflation, a changing economy, technolog· lcal modifications and different social va lues, a more programmatic approach appears essential wh ich stresses Instructional performance and an integrated sel o l lnstltutional roles (Lujan, 1976) .
Every state must realize the necessity for Immedi ate action, for short.range options and Jong-range planning concerning education. States are emphasized because more and more of the tolal responsibility for education wil l fall under the auspices of the state as we approach the twenty-first century. 11
Is one of the purposes of this artl· cle to act as an 'early warning· system to me Kansas edu· cational community.
In the past, educational Institutions needed only to predict how to grow and what lo do wllh their rapidly ex· pandlng facil ities and Increasing enrollments. Now many factors are impacting on our educational process wh ich could have a detrimental eflect.
Since the USSR launched its SPUTNIK In 1958, the federal government has been a prime mover In education. The National Defense Education (1958) 
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Conti nuing research into the educational climate of Kansas for the year 2001 and beyond will not only be bene· flclal to all levels of the educational community, bu t will also be of paramount Importance. Maintaining and Im prov· ing the Kansas educational system over the next twenty years will require a multitude of related decisions lnvolv· Ing a broad base of participation both witt\in and without the system. Given the task of maintaining and Improving the system, predictive Information on what the educa· tional climate will be in the future is needed. Wi th this in· formation the decision processes can be improved.
Traditionally education follows the 'crises' pattern, needing Impending disaster before action Is taken. In the past these •crises· situations often meant a temporary se t· back and the system could rec over on Its own. If we are to plan more Intell igently for the future and assume the lead· ershl p role that seems appropriate, It Is imperative that we begi n thinking about the changes that are to come and not rely on •crisis' decision making (Spitzer, 1971) .
In Shane's new book, Educating for the New Millen· nlum, the point Is made that "the knowledge generated In the 20th century exceeds that accumulated from all previ· ous centuries·· (1981) . Since the establishment of the Kan· sas educational system, traditionalists have considered the future of education as a continuation of the past and have therefore concerned themselves with a study of past procedures and proven policies. Slowly, the academic world is boglnning to understand the importance of what lies ahead. The future Is seen not simply as a continuation of the pas t, but as an " effec t" of past and present "causes" (Owings, 1978) . Bell asserts that the world Is coming to realize that " the wor ld o f the year 2000 has al· ready arrived, for the decisions we make now ... the ru· tu re Is committ ed .. . the future .. . begins In the present " (Bell, 1974) . If our ' present perceptions' are to be valid and accurate as well as useful, we need lo glimpse the possl· bill lies o f the luture.
The Study The Instrument utilized in this study was a three· round Modified Delphi. As a result of this Delphi survey, a set of empirically derived national, state, and education· related Iss ues were identified as pertinent In the lormula· lion ol long·range policies for education, primarlly In lhe state of Kansas.
Random samples were drawn from lour major popula· tions: the Kansas Banking Association, the Kansas Higher Education Community, the Kansas Chamber of Com· merce, and School Principals from the State of Kansas.
In the lnl ll al round of the Modified Delphi, partlol· pants were asked to rate 150 prepared statements of trends or events which might atrect Kansas or Kansans by the year 2001 as to the appropriateness for lurlher study. In addition, each respondent was req uested to generate any other concise s tatements o f even ts which he or she believed might occu r. The slatemen ts were divided into three malor areas: national, state, and educational con· cerns, wi th 50 events in each area.
Upon return of the first round, the twenty.five Items In each major area receiving the highest '"Most Appropriate" classification were assembled. Due to the lack o l Interest in respondent.generated statements, this section was eliminated from the study.
The second round consisted ol the seventy· five state· ments chosen in Round I. Each respondent was asked to rate each statement on a five·point, Likert·lyp e scal e, l nd i· eati ng (1 ) the Impact the statement might have on the fu· 6 lure of Kansas, and (2) the Impact the s tatement might have on education. Upon the return of the second round, the ten Items In each maJor category receiving the highest combined total were selected for the final third round.
In Round Ill, participants were asked to assign a time frame of occurrence for each of the Items, utilizing a five· year graduated scale, from 1982 lhrough 2001, plus Never.
The fo llowing items were selected as pred ictions of future events by at least three of the four groups repre· sented as bei ng o f paramount Importance to education in the next t wenty years.
1. The national debt of the U.S. will be, proportionate to the Gross Nati onal Produc t, larger than ii is 00\'J. Since the end ol the last century, the basic organiza· lion o f higher educational Institutions has not changed appreciably.
Educational Considerations
"Education In this highly complex, rapidly changing world must also change. Learning, regardless how It is ac· quired, can no longer be conceived as a mechanical pro· cess. It Is not something that can be put together as plumbers, carpenters and masons put a house together. Social change and lhe prospect of a society characterized by dynamic contraction in the use of resources and by de· velopments In microelectronics and robotics simply do not lend themselves to the rigidity of traditional ap· preaches to the curriculum" (Shane, 1981) .
Educators, administrators, legislators, parents and students must be aware of the need for lifelong ed uca· tlon , both formal and Informal, extending and available from the earliest years of chi ldhood to advanced maturity. They must also be aware of the forthcom ing problems which higher education must face in the near future, not the least of which wil l be enrollment. Higher education op· erates In an enrollment-driven system which works far bet· ter in a period of expansion than in a period of contraction.
In expanding periods, excellence was the theme-with contraction it is survival. Thinking in the higher educa· tlonal community must shift from quantitative g rowth to qualitative growth.
Several areas of concern unique to Kansas are emerg· Ing. In the area of natural resources, it is possible that, even though tax incentives will be Instituted for the ex· ptoration of gas and oil, the natural reserves of gas and oil may be exhausted or severely depleted by the year 2001 . In terms of the educational community, thi s means a possl· ble redistribution or loss of population in broad areas of the state. Some institutions wil l not have enough students to maintain existence; o thers may well be overcrowded. This will also mean a decided loss of income In the slate in revenues from the sale of the products, from wages to employees, and from decreasing propetty values In the af· fected areas. Inasmuch as the finance of public education is based In part upon a property tax, and the finance of higher education institutions is based In part on enroll· ment, this redistribution or toss of population will se· rlously affect the educational Institutions in selected areas of the state. Conversely, the migration of this popu· talion to areas, probably In the eastern part of the state. will crowd the existing educational facilities.
It Is possible that, at the present rate of consumption, th& water 
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number of family farms decrease and the population in ru· rat areas decreases accordingly.
Kansas educational problems do not just lie within the boundaries of the stale. More and more national trends and decisions affec1 our educational system. It may be w0<· thy to note that in this study, 47 % of the bank presidents and 46% of the Chamber of Commerce pred ict an economic crash similar to 1929 to occur before 2001; 65% of the bank presidents, 59% of the professors and 59% of the Chamber of Commerce predict that by 2001 the U.S. dollar will no tonger be the standard for the world eco· nomic market. The majority o f all four groups predicts that Interest rates wil l stabilize at less than a double·dlg lt amount.
Not selected in this survey but considered to be of rnajor importance is the upcoming older, tenured faculty. With the myriad number of problems now facing the ed ucational community and with the prediction of even more to come, vast amounts of Information of this type will be required to make valid decisions pertinent to the fu· lure of education.
To glea n this required Information for the educational communty, specialized studies such as a Directed Delphi should be conducted on many of those specific events. The 1980s have witnessed a resurgence or curriculum development as a high priority for school districts through· out the nation. With this renewed Interest In curriculum has come greater emphasis on material deve lopment which possesses a high degree of specificity. School dis· trlcts have placed much energy and money into the crea· lion of these materials. Ne ver before have curricu lum documents reflected such a hJgh degree of clarity In terms of student outcomes. With the creation of quality curriculum materials the potential for objective, systematic evaluallon has rGached an all·tlme high. Traditionally, schools have depended on standardized tests, student IOI· fowup, accreditation studies, consultant evaluation and self-directed evaluallon measures. However, the new em· phasls on specificity In curriculum documents mak. es dis· trlct·based, criterion-referenced tests a major cumculum evaluation tool which is not only feasible but highly deslr· able.
Aefe r encH
Dlstrlct·based criterion-referenced tests are those examinations crea' ted by the school district wllloh have specific reference to goals, competencies and objectives exclusively established for that school district. For those school districts who are seriously considering the crea· tion and use of district-based, criterion-referenced tests, the following steps should be considered:
1 Creating highly detailed and specific curriculum · documents. At the minimum, they should contain school district goals, subject matter goals, compe· tencies and instructional objectives.
2.
Identifying subjects and grade levels to be evaluated by the criterion-referenced tests.
Gerald D. Balley Is protesssor of curriculum and Im· provement of Instruction In the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
Creating criterion-referenced tests and matching competencies-instructional objectives with crlte· rion·referenced Items. 4. Administering and analyzing criterion·referenced tests.
Dissemination Of test results.
6 . Engaging in curriculum revision to improve school district curriculum.
Step One: Creating Highly Oetalled and Specific Currlcu.
furn Documents
As was stated previously, any serious attempt at dis· trlct· based, criterion-referenced tes ts must be tied to curricul um documents which lifustrate specific student out· comes. Bailey and Llttrell Jdentilled these kinds of mate· rials as the Goal·Competency·Objectlve Hierarchy' (See Figure 1 ). The hierarchy Is emblematic of an inverted pyramid which Illustrates that each curriculu m component is de· rived from the preceding component. School goals repre· sent the content and experience outcomes which stu· den ts will attain in their K·12 experience. The purpose of these statements is to depict what the school district expects of ail students.
The second currtculum component Is labeled subject goals. Subject goals are derived from the school goals. The purpose of these statements is to .show with some· what more specificity how the respective subJe<:t areas are reaching the individual school goals. Subject goals are broad statements of student behavior related to each of the subject areas found In the curriculum. The third curriculum component contained in the hierarchy Is called competencies. A competency Is a specific statement concerning student outcome found In each subject area. Competencies Identify skills, llehavlors and attitudes which the student is expected to demonstrate. lnstruc· tlonal objectives Is the last concept lound in the inverted pyramid. Instructional objectives represent highly specific statements of student skll Is, behaviors and attitudes. They are statements which have elements Illustrating the student type of activity conditions and criterion or criteria which makes the student act measureable. Ultimately, in · structlonal objectives show where and how the school goals, subject goals and con:ipetencies are being achieved. The purpose for engaging In this type of curriculum material creation Is to show the what and where of student achievement in the school district's curriculum. fl.
lustrations of a goal-competency-objective hierarchy are found in Figure 2 . tnstructlonal Objective After large group class discussion and in a deslg· nated role·playtng exercise depicting the local gro· cery store, a student will be able to make correo1 change for any Item purchased by a customer. No item wllt be more than five dollars In value. (Math· Etemen1ary) Goal·Competency·Objective Hierarchy Figure 2 Curriculum materials must reflect these kinds of studen t outcomes If criterion.referenced tests are to be used as a major currlcul um eval uatlon toot. Subject Area : Language Arts Competency Instructional Objectives
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Step Two: Identifying Subject Areas and Grade Levels to Bo Evaluated. Once the school districl has established a compre· hensive set of goals-eompetenctes·objectlves for each subject matter In the K·12 curriculum, tho task of select· Ing the subjects and grade 19\lets to be evaluated by criterion.referenced tests Is a relatively simple task. The curriculum director must d ecide which subjects should be included and the order of their evaluation. Subject areas which may be evaluated Include: art, mathemallcs, physical education, science, languag e arts, fine arts, foreign language, health, vocational agriculture, Industrial arts, social studies, business, special education and guidance. Obviously, districts may have additional areas which they wish to evaluate using crlterlon·rele renced tests.
Step Three: Creating Dlstrlct·Based, Criterion· Referenced Tests and Matching Competoncies·lnstruc· tlonal Objectives with Crtterlon·Referencod Items. The creation of d istrict-based, criterion-referenced tests requires a number of major decisions. First, a decision must be made concerning whose responsibility it is to create the test. The curriculum director andlor superintendent can create the tests or teachers can be requested to submit respective items for each compe tency-instructional objective. Logically, the central curriculum official should compile the test, but It ts very Important that the creator recognize that each test Item must relate to the competency·instructional o bjective under consideration.
Criterion-Referenced Test Item s
Grade 4 1. The student wilt be able to write complete sentences. 1. After workbook activities and board demonstrations, the student will be able to Identify two simple sentences. Each sentence wil l conlaln a complele though I. __ 1. Identify the two simple sentences which contain a complete thought. a. The dog and cat. b. The both of them. c. Good friends enjoy.
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Grade5 1. After a lecture and board work, the student will be able to select two compound sentences. Each select sentence will contain a complete thought.
Grade 12
1. After filmstrip and seatwork exercises, the student will be able to write a 200word short story using simple and compound sentences. Each sentence will contain a com· ptete thought. Those individuals creating the test must possess technical knowledge of test construction principles. Knowledge of rules governing the correct item construe· tlon are paramount. For this reason, the curriculum director and/or superintendent must carefully monitor this pro· cess. Several test items are possible In crlterlon-referenced tests: essay, multiple-choice, matching, true/false, com· pletion and short answer. Traditional standardized tests use multiple-choice items because of their ease of con· structlon and ease of scoring. However, the school district need not restrict itself to this single-item format. De· tailed instructions on item creation, reliability measures and validity measures should be considered. Texts such as Norman E. Gronlund's Constructing Achievement Tests, provide an excellent overview of these tasks. ' A good deal of prep lanning should go Into the con· struction of the district-based, criterion-referenced test. Ample time for construction Is an important consideration. Depending on the number of subject areas and grade levels Involved, several months may be required to com-10 pile the test items. A good rule of thumb is to prepare many more test items than will likely be used in the test. Second, it is important to plan sufficient time so that reliability and validity tests may be undertaken for the tests.
Test construction should Involve careful planning of how the test Is arranged. Test arrangement Includes group· Ing test items around each competency-Instructional ob· jective which is to be evaluated . Test items should be arranged so that all items are in order of increasing dif· ficulty. Tests should be structured in a manner which allows careful scoring . Usually blanks to the left of each stem facilitate this task.
Each criterion-referenced test item measures a major competency. Crlterlon: referenced test items should be derived from the list of instructional objectives formulated. However, it is important to recognize that the cri· terlon-referenced test item is created from a larger body ,Norman E. Gronlund, Constructing Achievement Tosts, Third Edition, Prentlce·HaJl Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1982.
Educational Considerations
of Instructional objectives. Not every Instructional obje¢· live used by the teacher will be found In the district-based, criterion-referenced test. A graphic illustration of the rela· tionship from competency to instructional objective to criterion-referenced test item is found in Figure 3 and Figure4,
Step Four: Administering and Analyzing Criterion-Refer· enced Tests. Administering the criterion-referenced tests involves careful consideration of the proper environment which allows students to ma~lmize their academic potential. Proper testing conditions include: (1) decorum that permits few, If any, disruptions or interruptions, (2) adequate directions that allow students to proceed through the test with min imum confusion and (3) seating arrangements which minimize the potential for student interaction and/ or cheating.
Since district-based, criterion-referenced tests Involve many subjects and grade levels, some form of systematic scheduling will need to take place. As a result, considerations such as time of the year and previously scheduled curricular activities are very Important.
The central Issue of criterion-referenced tests is whether or not the student achieves the proficiency level found in the Instructional objective. The instructional objective should specify the minimum performance level designated by the school district. As a consequence, the vast majority of students should achieve the stated objec· lives. If the test results show that a significant number of students have failed to achieve the competencies objec· tlves, the curriculum leader may want to pursue the following questions in analyzing the test results:
a. How much time was allocated 10 the competency objective in the classroom? b. What kind of materials were used to teach the competency objective? c. What kind of methods were used to teach the competency objective? d. Were there mitigating circumstances Involved when the com pet ency objective was taught? Based on the answers to the preceding questions, the school district will need to determine how they can assist students achieve a higher level of proficiency on the establis hed competencies objectives.
Step Five: Dissemination of Test Results II the district-based criterion-referenced test results are to be useful to the school district. some form of dissemination should be considere<I. Dissemination is largely a matter of individual school district preference. How· ever, the following Ideas should be considered:
1. A report card should be issued which Illustrates student achievement with reference to the competencies objectives. No letter grades or comparisons with other students are found In the criterionreferenced reporting system. 2. A written report should be submitted to the school board which allows the group to determine what aspects of the curriculum are being ach' feved. The critical reason for gathering criterion-referenced test data Is to provide Information about the total curriculum. Optimum use of criterion-referenced test data can only be made by comparing the results to other sources of information such as standardized tests, student foilowup,
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accreditation, expert or consultant evaluation and seifevaluation results. Therefore, these additional sources of Information should be included in any publication of curricul um evaluation results.
Step Six: Curriculum Revision After the criterion-referenced results are complied and adequate analysis of the results is compared to other sources of information concerning the curriculum, the school district is in a position to engage In curriculum revision. Several activities can be undertaken:
1. The curriculum leadership of the school can real· firm the elements found In the goal-competency· objective hierarchy. 2. The curriculum leadership of the school can modify the statements found In the goal-competencyobjective hierarchy. If the curriculum materials are modifie<I, the teachers who are responsible for teaching them must be heavily Involved. Ail changes must be reflected in the written curriculum docu · ments. 3. The curriculum leadership can schedule the next criterion-referenced tests for the subject area which need to be evaluated .
Conclusion District-based, criterion-referenced tests as a major curricu lum evaluation tool have come of age. They possess the potential to allow school districts to control and guide their own destiny. Dfstrlct·based, criterion-referenced tests provide a mechanism which sustains curriculum development as a process which is continuous and systematic. Those curriculum leaders who recognize the f ull potential of district-based, criterion-referenced tests have reaffirmed them as a powerful tool of curriculum evaluation. More Important, they recognize that districtbased, criterion-reference<! tests have allowed their school district to achieve a higher level of curriculum excellence. Exploration is one of the most common forms of both communication and instruction and yet it is seldom planned or analyzed .
Explanation in instructional communication
by Sandra E. Moriarty
John Holt tells a little story (1967) about a fifth grade art class. The teacher held up a paper fan and asked how many students knew how to make one. Every child quickly made a little fan. Then she read from a set of instructions designed for fifth graders on how to make paper fan s. She read slowly with proper emphasis. After hearing the instructions not one child could make a fan. Every parent who has tried to assemble a little red wagon on Christmas morning knows the debilitating effect of instructions li ke these.
Explanation is o ne ol the most common forms of both communication and Instruct i
on and yet it Is seldom planned or analyzed. Nettler (1970) has observed that "whatever we take for granted, we are least likely to ex· plain." Chomsky (1970) also cites this famlllarity problem: "We e sight of the need for explanation when phe· nomena are too familiar or too obvious."
For more people working in their own areas of exper· tise, there are few unknowns and therefore little con· scious recognition of a need for explanation. Knowing what needs to be explained is the hardest part of explain· ing. The problem is not just limited to areas of technical knowledge. Because of the ambiguity and multip le mean· ings built into our language, even common words, if they are central to message interpretation. may need explana· ti on. Chomsky (1970) notes that "even the most familiar of phenomena require explanation."
One of the reasons explanation is given so lit tle thought is because there Is vlnually no instruction In the art o f explaining. There's very little information avai lable In the literature of Instruction or communication, two pri· mary areas of practical explanation .
There is a tremendous body of lherature, however, in the areas of history and philosophy of science, analyti· cal philosophy , and cognitive psychology. Explanation, in those areas is a philosophical term describing the sealch for meaning using the scientific method. Nagel, a leading philosopher of science, describes (1961) scientific ex· planation as "formulating the conditions under which events occur, the statement s of such determining condi· tlons being the explanation o f such happenings." To the Sandra E. Moriarty is the director of the Clarence Jayne Media Center at the University of Wyoming,
Explanation also Is critical In teaching and communi· eating and this more practical dimension of explanation is the concern here. This paper will develop a model of the role of explanation in instructional communication. The underlying premise is that the level of explanation is a function of the complexity of knowledge being communl· cated.
Parameters of Explanation
The word "e~planatlon" is used in a variety of ways. Jane Martin has developed an elaborate schema for de· scribing the meaning ol . all possible variants of the word (1 970). A simpler version of that type of analysis Is used here beginning w ith the phrase "an explanation," which is used lo mean the response to a question. (A more formal definition of explanation will be developed later.) An ex· planation is the product or result o f an explanatory effort. " An explanation" is distinct from " explaining" as in "explaining something," which is the act of inquiry or the search for an explanation. "Explaining" is used in another sense to mean "explaining something to someone." This type of explaining involves a dialectic situation where the act of inqui ry (explaining) is used to produce a response (an explanation) tor some person.
Context. The explanatory situation Is a form of lnstru· mental communication where a particular type of a mes· sage, an explanation, is given by someone to someone. The explanation is the Instrument, the tool, by which the desired effect (understanding) w i II be accomplished.
Instrumental does not necessarily mean that ex· planation is bound by an interpersonal communication situation. One can explain something to oneself j ust as one can search for an answer to one's own quest ions (Rescher 1970; Nattier, 1970). The lonely scientist working late at the lab is searching for an explanation just as is the kindergartener who is asking why the caterpillar deve l· oped w ings and flew away.
Roles. There are two roles In explanation. The "ex· plainer " is ac tive and may either be packaging the ex· planation lo r dissemination to someone or may be search· ing for the answer to a private question. The " explainee" is passive and perceives and processes the Information as would any receiver in a communication situation.
An ind ividual searching for a private explanation shifts back and forth from search to reflection and alternates both roles. In i nte rpersonal situations, the roles may also s hift. One person, let's say a teacher. may provide a packaged explanation to a learner who is essentially pas· sive In the situation . At the other extreme a teacher may encourage learners to assume the explain er role and search for their own answers. These self·discovered explanations are then reported back to the teac1 1er who becomes the explainee.
The Objective. Explanation Is a matter of heuretics or. as Rescher describes it, "rendering something c lear to someone by putting it into a graspable setting" (1970 t Understanding is defined in most dictionaries as "to know" or " to comprehend" but there's another aspect of understanding that is found in definitions using the word accept as in "to accept a fact." Eysenck (1970) deli nes un· derstanding as a cognitive state of acquiescence. The rea· son this condltlon Is Important Is that it leads to another aspect of explanation and that is compliclty. It's already been noted that explanation is instrumental in the sense that you often want to explain something to someone but the other someone can't be an intellectually passive on· looker. There must be a spirit ot participation or involve· ment otherwise explanatton becomes, like the Zen anal· ogy, Just one hand clapplng. The one seeking to under· stand must truty seek. Flesch (1972) described this essen· tial condition in one of his books on clear writing: " Noth· ing explains itself. there has to be a will and an eagerness to learn ."
Definition of Explanation
Explanation can be defined as form of instrumental communication using dialogue and dialectics to generate inquiry and understanding. It is instrumental in the sense that the explainer wants to make something understand· able to someone and the explainee must share a spirit of compllclty, a wflllngness to share In the development of the explanation. Explanation seeks understanding by mov· Ing someone from the unknown to the known through the process off nqul ry.
The Crllfcal Questions Any question can lead to an explanation but there are certain key questions that cue different types of re· sponses representing different levels of complexity of knowledge. The basic explanatory cue seems to be the why question and many of the theorists define explana· tion as an answer to the question why (Nagle, 1961 : Hempel, 1965 Eysenck, 1970) .
Another critical question is what, although It Is often seen as a cue for descriptive and definitional Information on a lower level of knowledge than explanation. Von
Wright distinguishes between what and why when he says that the results of interpretation are answers to the ques· tion "what is this?" Only when we ask "why is this" he says, "are we In a narrower and stricter sense trying to ex· plain" (1971) . What questions are often seen as prellml · nary to why questions. Inman suggests that writers ex· plain whet the subject Is before attempting to explain why it is (1 967).
Another type of question is how and this elicits pro· cess information. Rescher (1970) identifies the how ques· tion as the essence of practical explanation, particularly as it is used in "how to" explanations which give proce· du res for performance. Eysenck (1970) disagrees with the limitation on the how ques1ion as a form of practical ex· planation. He sees it as basic to scientific explanation: " Natural science describes, so far as 11 can, how, o r In ac· cordance with what rules phenomena happen, but It Is whOlly incompetent to answer the question why they hap· pen."
The final type of question, which appears rarely In sci· entilic literature but more often In practical areas, Is the so what question. This cues a higher order explanation calling for synthesis, Interpretation and statements of sig· nificance. Inman (1967) summarizes the basic questions, as well as their internal relationships in the comment that "sooner or later the subject shifts from whet to why to so what."
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Levels lnman 's quote also introduces the concept of hier· archy. Throughout the writings of the scientific philoso· phers there are references to such relationships as "more basic than,'' "higher order" or " lower level" (Eysenck, 1970; Peters, 1970; Taylor, 1970; Von Wright, 1971) . By analyzing these relationships a hierarchY. of explanation emerges based on levels of knowledge complexity. To1Jrim (1970) calls this "mapping the areas of higher men · tai functions.
Ineffective what explanations suffer from problems ol completeness. The definition Is burled or only half de· veloped.
The details may not be sufficient or they may be irlelovant. Because the source. who Is familiar with the topic, fails to predict the unfamiliar, the right terms aren' t defined and the situation is not described in terms of its critical features to the learner. It Is the inability to spot the unknown that complicates thew hat explanation.
Level 2: How. The Inquiry behind the how question, "how does this work," cues an analysis of process. A how response is a process description and can be seen as an elaborate form ol a whai explanation. Narrative tech· niques may be used with how questions because telling a story Is a natural way to describe some processes. How explanations are cued by such phrases as "how to do, " "h ere' s how It works," and "a way to . . .. " Demon· strations, step.by-step directions, recipes. hints and tips, all use how explanations.
To be effective, how explanations must consider the departure point, that is the audience's present state of knowledge and the route taken to arrive at understanding. Communicators need to relive the process they went through initially in learning how to do something or how something works and plot a path of critical questions: "What did I think at the beginning?" "What did and didn' t I notice?" "How did I get around that point?" A process ex· planation must anticipate the step-by-step questions in the audience's mind and tell them at those critical points what to do next and ·which way to turn. An ineffective how explanation follows an unnatural route through the pro· cess, ignores the decision points, takes divergent paths or skips critical steps. A well-crafted "how explanation wfll also give perspective information . at critical points, so there's some sense of "where we're heading ,"
Level 3: Why. The why question, the heart of explana· lion. elicits logical mental functioning and the responses typically focus on reasons and causes. Sample phrases that cue the why explanation are: "because," "in order that," Hthe answer Is," "the causes are/' " that's why,"
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"the advantages are," and "here's proof." The structure behind a why explanation Is a syllogism. A formal why explanation will state major and minor premises and the conclusion derived from them using either inductive or deductive reasoning .
There are two basic types of why questions and the distinctions between them preoccupy the writings of the scientific philosophers. "Causal" explanations explain why someth ing has happened and " teleological" explanations predict why something will happen . Von Wright explains the difference: "Causal explanation points to the past: this happened because that had happened. Teleologlcal explanations point to the future: this happens in order that that should occur" (1971). He further characterizes causal as explanation that is Gallleoan because of the focus on "interesti ng causes." Teleological explanations are Aristotelian because they focus on "interesting effects ...
Ineffective why explanations usually fail for logical reasons-the syllogism is unclear so the audience can't " follow the gist" of the argument. In some cases the con· clusion may not follow logically from the premise. Why explanations also may fail because the claim is Joo exag· gerated and the proof given doesn't prove the point staled causing a belleveability problem. An explanatlon can operate on any one level such as a 'how to" explanation that Is primarily a demonstration. Explanations can also Jump around from level to level. An usual sequence for a well-crafted explanation wouid be to start with what by describing and defining, then move to either how or why where a process is described or reasons are given, and end with so what which interprets the significance. As new concepts and terms are introduced a set of embedded explanations is produced. A map of a complex explanation may resemble a series of small embedded loops within a primary series of loops.
In a book on composition, Snortum (1967) describes an explanatory attempt that illustrates the use of multiple strategies. His example, however, lacks the structure de· rived from the concept of a hierarchy based on knowlectg e complexity.
He lnstructlonal Communication Explaining ts very basic to teaching but It isn't synonymous. Thyne (1965) makes the point that "to teach is to promote learning; to explain Is to promote understanding ." He also points out that understanding does not equal learning and learning does not necessarily mean understanding. On one hand explanation Is a tool of teach· Ing; on the oiher hand It cues higher order mental activities than those required for many of the dimensions of learning.
Educational Cons/deratfons
The common ground, however, lie s with analysis of the learner. 
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Whether mastery learning can continue as a viable approach despite a hostile surrounding remains to be de· termlned.
Taking the mystery out of mastery
by John R. Champlin
Educators o ften persist in their tendency to seek quick and simple answers to problems which are complicated and complex. Emerging programs offer special at· traction . They are often quickly embraced as the long· sought·after mythical panacea The results have always been both predictable and quite consistent. The lnnova· lion Is discredited. It Is clearly unfair and Improper to ex· peel that any program, particularly any Innovative effort re· quiring appreciable attitudinal and behavioral change, to survive under those conditions. Unfortunately, there is Ill· tie In our record of Innovative efforts to lead one to believe that the next time will be di1ferent from the last time. This Is the environment In which mastery learn Ing seeks to sur· vive today. Whether mastery learning can continue as a viable approach despite these hostile surroundings re· mains to be determined.
More and more educators are being attracted to the mystique of mastery. They are lured by the compelling learning statistics emerging nationwide as more districts successfuly Implement mastery learning. The comblna· tion of newness and the promise of better achievement scores offer an Intoxicating combination. Such quick adoptions create a scenario which Is quite predlctatlle. The cast Is the same and the script never changing. Is there some hope for Intervention or must mastery learning go the route o f Its promising predecessors?
11 ls good news that mastery learning Is gaining solid recognitio n and credibility as the core around whloh com· prehenslve Instructional improvements can be effected. There are Important success stories, one or which Is the Johnson City (N.Y.) experience where mastery was the ba· sis for total K·12 lnstruotlonal redesign. The achievement results in that district are remarkable evidence of mastery learning's potency given careful management and nunure. Other districts report similar types of suppor11ve evidence. While this Is good news, It is at tne same time bad news, for there are the ever-present quick fixers who leap to mas· tory wllh little concern for district readiness, the presence of an effective management system and, even more Jo hn R. Champlin Is a n ass ociate profess or o f edu · cation a t Texas Tech University In Lubbock , Texas.
critical, a clearcut vision of what mastery learning is, what it is not, and what makes It go.
It seems logical that as a first step In mastery's defense that we remove the mystique. We need to urge a potential adapter to pause 10 acquire a much broader understanding of what mastery learning entails and what types of conditions and levels of support are required. ft would prevent a multitude of misunderstanding ar>d misrepresentations If we could legislate a halt to the use of the term "mastery" as an attractive catch word. Name drop· ping and random association serve the mastery learning cause no usefu l purpose. Mastery learning has si milarly become the magic sales term In the textbook publishing world. Buy a series which promises mastery learn ing and your problems are well on their way to solution.
Demystifying Mastery
The process of aemystlfylng can best begi n by giving clear definition and substance to the term mastery learning. The most wldely accepted view of mastery learning represents It as a theory of instruction which contends that most pupils (90·95 percent) can learn what schools offer given sufricient time and the presence of an instructional process which recognizes and manages the alteral>le variables associated with lndivlduaf learning.
The definition can be restated In a somewhat different form. As a theory of Instruction, mastery learning Is de· pendent upon being Implemented thOughtfully, wllh skill and with integrity. Under these conditions the greater percentage of our students can learn . Mastery is clearly dependent upon what the user does or does not do. The only mystery lies with the users and their behaviors.
Mastery provldes clea r d irection in identifying three critical variables wl1ich must be altered and managed:
(1) time, (2) the creation of a responsive and alterable In· structional delivery system and (3) an overall examination of the current belief system which encases school prac· tices so firmly, Those who accept the challenge to criti· cally address the belief system soon discover that much of current school practice Is outmoded, particularly when compared with emerg ing resea rch on more effective schools. It is Impossible to avoid the realization that we are governea by outmoded, unprod uctive generalizations about such things as what pupils are likely to learn and what pupils will probably not learn; the sanctity of the Ira· dltlonal teacher role and lastly Insistence on using time as a constraining and limiting condition. It is cri tical to em· brace time as a variable to be managed and altered and not something to be regulated unnecessarily by. Mastery learning creates the necessity to address and resolve the prohibition of an outmoded belief system. I submit that It Is critical to emphasize repeatedly that mastery learning's chance of success Is totally depen· dent upon the prospective users' motivations, openness and professional Integrity In confronting critical Issues. Changes made under the mastery learning banner which are half·Marted and without crltloal professional Integrity will eventually fail and in doing so bring disrepute to mas· tery. Few observers take the time to thoughtfully assess why a program didn't work. If postmortems were possible on t11e myriad of Innovations In the 1960s and 1970s, the author contends that it was rarely the program that failed. Rather, I maintain that orltlcal assessment would support the contention that it was "user failure." The profession must be prepared to consider mastery learning from a similar l \ as poorly managed, abortive implementation efforts of the hurry-up/quick fix group. Some Interpret mastery as a rigid process through which the learner keeps "doing it until the task is finally achieved." Viewed from this erroneous perspective, mas· tery becomes mechanistic and repre. ssive. Benjamin Bloom's view of what he terms the quality of instruction gives clear form and substance to an instructional model, one which dictates a constant alteration of strategies and process to appropriately satisfy the students' learning needs al the time. One of the stimulating qualities of mas· tery learning Is Its challenge to teachers to continuously alter and adapt. Such is the essence of the professional behaviors we lay claim to under the label of diagnosis and prescrip tion. Mastery learning can only be viewed as pro· hibltl ng and mechan istic when those who would employ It take comfort and find security in total struc tu re and complete rig ldl ty.
Mastery learning requires that its user go consider· ably beyond the Instructional process. Inherent in mastery learning Is Its total commitment to learner success. Sue· cess becomes more probable when teachers accept lhe challenge to first Identify and then eliminate practices and relationships which are bound to reduce failure for a con· siderable number of pupils. Mastery learning further man· dates careful atlention lo curriculum-what is it that Is to be learned? It Is not possible to teach precisely if there Is not clarity about what is to be learned.
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Mastery Is Not Mys1erlous Mastery learning Is clear and precise as to what must be managed If one Is 10 achieve the results desired. The dependence on 1he user is both a delight and a plague, the latter when one fails to reflect the required understanding, Integrity and patience.
Mastery learning holds great promise for all educa· tors and pupils. The profession cannot afford to blunt mastery learning's power because of the absence of understanding and the rel uctance to change behaviors to make it work. An observer of the emerging literature on more ef· fective sctiools cannot help but conclude that mastery learning offers an attractive implementation vehicle to in· corporate those critical understandi ngs In a workable pro· gram. It Is almost too simple to state that we could be on the edge of a ma/or breakthrough In school prog ramming. If we take the mystery out of mastery learning and then use It with In tegrity and dedication, the opportun ities for successes beyond anything we have been able to do previ· ously are unlimited. 563-576.
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Good writing is more than merely a means of clearly stating concepts in a written form .
Give Johnny some practice
by Robert Gassen During my teaching career, I have been frustrated and puzzled by the amount of researoh done to pinpoint problems In learning and the subsequent lack of actual changes the research produces in terms ot Improving classroom performance. Somehow, the problem-to -solution technique often gets off the ground but then crashes Into a heap of footnotes and gets hauled off Into the j argon scrapyard. Parents' groups demand action , tests are given, heads shake in bewilderment and despair and, fi. nally, we decide to do more research.
Several months ago, I read the results of a National
Council of Teachers of Eng lish research study that pinpoi nted some of the most important problems In second· ary education. According lo Arthur Applebee of Stanford University, only three percent ot wrlling assignments In secondary schools are more than one paragraph In length.' Moreover, Applebee reports that most teachers use writ· Ing assignments "that require students to parrot back facts to a teacher in the role of examiner."' Nothing In Applebee's study surprised me. In fact, I have been aware of the problems that students do not write often and that writing assignments often require lit· tie sustained thought, personal response, or develop· ment. I have encountered the problem as a student and teacher, and I have read eloquent articles dealing with these issues In many English education Journals. How· ever, as Applebee's research concludes, nothing has changed .
As most teachers of wri ting and scholars In other ells· clpllnes would agree, good writing Is more than merely a means of clearly stating concepts in written form. It is, abOve all, a means by wh ich one orders his experiences.
One does not often fully understand what he really has to say until he has written It, examined ii, and rewritten It. In Its highest sense, writing Is a means of sharpening the thinking process. The teacher's role In writing, from the upper elementary grades through graduate school, is to examine the student's writing and to suggest ways for him to sharpen his thinking process. For example, a response to an essay q uestion may be Illogical and lack adeq uate supporting details. A psychology teacher, for Instance, should be very capable of suggesting improvements In the quality of essay answers pertaining to his disclpllne.
To some teachers, writing shou1d lake place o nly in English classes. Such teachers often rely on objective 
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tests and projects of various types, Including reports that are little more than poorly paraphrased articles or chapters from texts. In many cases, students become mere storehouses of Information. In one college history course, I recall underlining important bits of textbook Information and taking copious notes. At certain times , I would demonstrate my mastery of the text and the notes by taking multlple·cholce exams. Each test contained one essay question such as "State three major causes of the Bolshevik Rev olution ." The causes, of course, were contained in my notes. My task was merely to recall them. At no point in the course was I required to make Inferences, draw conclusions, or do any type of critical thinking. This course was not an exception to the rule. I had many teachers, especially on the secondary level, who used such methods and, according to Applebee, such teachers are In the majority.
I was surprised to discover what graduate·level pro· lessors consider essay exams. One graduate· leve l speech pathology exam that I read contained a section entitled "short answer essays." These so-c<1lled essay questions merely asked the student to fist Information. Further, the answers did not require paragraph form or complete sentences. Another part of this exam enti tled "lo ng essay" asked the student to reproduce from memory an Idea or process such as "Explain in detail the communication process as stated In our text." Again, this section required no demonstration o f composition skills or critical thinking.
I am not against some memorization and essay questions that do not require creative thinking. What disturbs me is that many students receive very little or no I nstruc· tlon and p.ractice in writing essays that call for such skills as refutation, drawing concluslons, and so forth.
Stating me problem Is easy. The solutions, however, are neither easy nor quick. They require overall changes In the attitude of many teachers and a greater emphasis on essay writing In certain curriculum and methods courses . Teachers of any content subject must understand that Instruction In writing Is not the exclusive province of the Engllsh teacher. Any skil l requires frequent practice and training. Writing Is no exception. If educators are truly concerned about Improving the quality of student writing, they need to accept the notion that students must be expected to write essays of varying lengths on a regular basis in many of their content area courses. Students must view writing as a total school experience, not as an English course activity only.
I am not suggesting that soolology teachers become English ieachers. However, teachers should spend some time instructing students on the best ways to answer es· say questions, provide students with the opportunities to use writing skills, and offer students constructive criticism of their writing. A social science teacher, for exam· pie, could provide a list of problems and ask students to respond to one of these problems In an essay. In reading these essays, the teacher could point out weaknesses to be avoided In future essays. Through this strategy, the students would gain practice In writing, sharpen their thinking skills, and learn ways 10 Improve future essays.
The goal of a greater emphasis on writing In content area courses is diffic ult to achieve for two reasons.
First, teachers are often no dlflerent from other professionals. They learn from example. If students do very litt le writing and are taught through their writing activities that an essay means only a listing of concepts or steps in a process, then as teachers, they wlll often continue this 
Finally, writing assignments requiring sustained thought on a subject demand more time to carefully evaluate than other types of assignments . . A teacher cannot use a grad· ing key on a long essay that requires a student to propose a solution to a problem. In secondary schools, many teachers, already burdened by large classes, are reluctant to increase their burdens.
What Is needed Is a change in teachers' attitudes and habits, and the place to start the change is in the colleges o f education Methods courses, especially those concerned with special methods, need to put more emphasis on writi ng essays. The prospective teachers of con tent area courses need instruction on teaching students to write challenging essays. Instead of merely learning that writing assignments and essay questions are necessary,
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the prospective teacher must also learn how to teach stu· dents the techniques of good essay writing and how to evaluate student essays. These skills should then be utilized In student teaching. Those In charge of teacher training must initiate changes In attitudes toward writing.
Since writing is a tool of critical and creative thinking, teachers should encourage writing . Although many teach· ers are overburdened with large classes and extra duties, they should use writing whenever possible and strive to improve the quality of writing assignments. In some cases, it may be a matter of rearranging priorities. 
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Internships can stimulate curriculum changes. 
TWA internship leads to new curriculum at
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It became evident that to move up in the organization a woman needed formal educational training.
Development of the Curriculum Based on the intern's past experience as a commu· nity college faculty member, she saw the need for a com· munity college program that would provide the training and skills necessary not only to enter the travel industry, but to insure upward mobility. At the conclusion of the internship, the Intern returned to her full-time position at Cloud County Community College as the coordinator of the Supervisory Management Program. During the next two semesters, the following procedure was followed to develop a cooperative curricu lum with the commun ity college and Trans World Ttavel College.
The corporate director of management training for Trans World Airlines was on the Cloud County Community Collage campus as a guest lecturer in the Supervisory Management Class in the fall of 1979. At that time a meet· Ing with the president of the collage, the dean of instruc· tlon, the business manager, the former intern and the cor· porate director of management training discussed the possibility of a cooperative program between Cloud Ccunty Community College and Trans World Travel College. The objective of the cooperative curriculum would be to train a person for a career In the travel Industry using the travel college materials In addition to the management training courses at the community college. The benefits from such a program would be numerous. To the Industry-a very well-educated, versatile employee-to the college-an opportunity to expand an existing proram to meet the needs of individuals seeking careers in the travel industry-to the student-the bast training available from the travel industry and college credit from an accredited edu. catlonal institution.
After the on-campus visit from the corporate director of management training, the dean of instruction gave the former Intern permission to continue discussing the idea of establishing a cooperative program between the com· munity college and the travel college.
During a visit to Kansas City In Janual)' of 1980, the former intern had the opportunity to meet with the direc· tor of the travel college. After several lengthy planning sessions it was decided by mutual consent that a coopera· tive program between the two colleges would be the best way to train persons Interested In the travel Industry. A curriculum was developed between the travel college and Cloud County Community Col lege. The existing super· vlsory management program was an ideal program for those students enrolled In the travel college. The two· year program emerged as Travel/Tourism and Manage· ment. At the en'd of one year a student enrolled in the pro· gram could receive a diploma from the travel college and a certificate from Cloud County Community College. How· ever, those who continue on for one more year cou Id re· ceive an associate of science degree from the Commu· nity College.
The next step was to write a proposal for the program and submit ft to the dean of Instruction of the community college who then submitted It to the president. The presi· dent submitted the proposal to the board of trustees at the May 1980 Board meeting. The former Intern was pres· ent to make the formal presentation of the program to the members of the board. The board approved the addition of the program to the supervisory management curriculum for the fall of 1980.
Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 3, Fall, 1983 The former intern would be the instructor for the TravellTourism course. She would receive addltlonal train· ing at Breech Training Academy during the summer of 1980. The Director of Travel College selec ted the courses she shou Id take at Breech to prepare to teach fal I classes at Cloud County Community College. During the summer of 1980, the TravellTourlsm course was vocationally ap · proved by the Kansas State Department of Education as part of the supervisory management program. The director of travel college handled all the legal arrangements for Implementing the cooperative program between Cloud County Community College and the travel college.
Implementation of Curriculum Si nce approval for the program was not received until after the close of the spring semester. high school students were not recruited. Even without recruitment, 17 stu· dents enrolled in the program the fall semester of 1980. These students ranged In age from 18 to 65 with an educa· tional background from a high school diploma to a Ph.D. degree.
Instructional materials for the Travel/Tourism courses were provided by the travel co llege and their staff visited the Cloud County Community College campus at certain times to teach special classes such as International Tariff.
The TravellTourls m and Management curriculum shown in Table I was designed to be a two-year program. However, at the end of the first year, five students ob· talned employment. Since employment is available at the end Of one year, it has become evident that the program should be reassessed. The conclusio n is that some stu· dents will chOose to seek employment with a certificate at the end of one year, while others will retu rn the second year for the associate o f solence degree.
Enrollment in the fall of 1981 included 46 beginning students and eight of the original 17 who desired the two· year associate of science degree program rather than em· ployment at the end of one year.
fn January of 1982, 33 students went to Kansas City for PARS (Programmed Alrlllne Reservations System) training. After five days of lndlvldualized computer train· Ing, the students scored 32 A's and one Bon a final test.
The TWA staff was very pleasel:J with the performance of the students from Cloud County Community College.
One of the additional contributions from the travel college Is job placement assistance. The travel college maintains a fob placement file for each student in the pro· In September 1983, 37 new students entered the pro· gram and 13 returned from the previous year. The curriculum for these students has been expanded to Include tile computer language used by American Air Lines (SABRE),
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Piaget and his ideas on cognitive growth have direct relevance to the American educational situation. Thus we see the distinction between such areas as lheo· retical physics and applied physics, between theology and ministry, and between psychology and cli nical practice. Yet, If a theory is to be valid, It ls bound to have some pote ntial for application.
Piaget
• It is this potential we seek In Piaget's theory of cognitive development.
First, though, how can one describe a theory of cogni· tlve development? Such a theory implies that Individuals proceed through a process leading to more sophisticated cognitive growth. Exactly what it is one proceeds through Is a mattor of dispute. Some thinkers discuss periods of intellectual growth; others, such as Piaget himself, refer to the concept of stages of development; and still others talk about phases of growth. This issue has been dis· cussed elsewh e re, so I will not belabor the point.
• The main factor found consistently In all three expressions o f epistemlo development is that there occurs a movement from '"lower" to "hig her" cognitive stages as one pro· ceeds to lull intellectual maturity. And who would argue that the development of one's intellectual potential Is not a positive goal? Perhaps only those wh o make a strict separation between cognition and effect, and find a cognitive-developmental position denying the Importance of emotion In one's Intellectual growth. This Is certainly not Piagel's contention.
How, according to Piaget, can full intellectual maturity be accomplished? How can the educator aid in such la· Robert P. Craig is chairman of the Philosophy Da· partmant at SI. Mary's College In Orchard Lake, Michigan.
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cllltatlon? Piaget has suggested that there are three elements involved In the development ol cognitive growth.' The first element Is proper organic growth and maturation. With mere organic growth and maturation new vistas are opened for the student. With this development the body increases in size, sensory organs become more acute and there Is more Integration achieved by the central nervous system. But the fulfillment ol the maturational process de· pends on more than physical growth; It Is only through systematic experience that the Individual progresses 10 maximum cognitive ability.
Let us examine how experience aids In the development of cognitive acuity. Piaget suggests that the child needs two kinds of experlences.'The first type Is referred to as " physical experience." This means that as the ele· mentary school student begins to manipulate and to examine objects, he/she also Is ac ti vely Involved in the process of cognltlve development. When the St1Jdent plays with pebbles of different sizes, for Instance, the stu· dent learns something about smoothness. roundness and hardness. The student also begins to perceive the relationship between weight and volume, for the child begins to realize that lhe targer the pebbles are, the heavier they are. Thus, physical experience necessitates the exploration and manipulation of one's physical wortd. Much ol this exploration is achieved In play, although the teacher can obviously construct activities which will help lacili· tate this growth in cognitive developmen t.
The second type of experience Piaget considers Is " loglco-mathematical experience." Let us mention the pebble exercise again. The child can discover. for exam· pie that if he/she forms a circle out of the pebbles, they ca~ be counted from ellher di rection within the circle (clockwise or counterolockwlse) wilh the same results. Physical experience depends on a partlculal " ob]ectmanipu lation." The roundness or the pebble differs from the roundness of a basketball, for example; while logico· mathematical experience can be derived from any set ol objects. The student does not need pebbles to learn the process of counting.
The third element In the process leading to cognitive growth Is the individual's Involvement In social interaction. Anthropologists, such as Margaret Mead, have dem· onstrated that people who hold primitive beli~fa ~o not necessarily engage In primitive thinking. By primo tove we mean a lower phase of thought, such as that which is clouded by animism . Mead found that the beliefs of primitive peoples could not predict the level of cognitive development of which they were capable. Thus, for Mead, as for Piaget tllere Is no such lhlng as a " primitive mentality . "• How, then , do individuals' cultural experiences relate to levels of cognitive growth? Piaget has stated that a~y difference in cognitive ability between cultural groups •S due 10 the types or situations to which cogn itive pro· ceases are applied rather th an to the absence of a cognl· tlve process in one culture and Its presence In another! Thus, for Piaget, any student who is not up to hi. sJher cog· nltlve stage, which Is roughly approximate to a chronological age-range, may still possess lhe structures necessary for cognitive development even though these may not be readily apparent from the results or psychological tests or achievement measures. Children with different racial, eth· nic, or social class backgrounds do not necessarily suffer from a psychological or cogni tive deficit just because they do not perform well on standardized tests, such_ as achievement tests In school. The teacher needs to fond Edvcatlonal Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 3, Fall, 1983 proper conditions in which cognitive processes are man I· fested. Some of these specific conditions will be elabo· rated on later. The point here Is that children's substan· dard performance on standard ized tests does not imply substandard thinking on their part.
The process in Piaget's theory which leads to successful cognitive growth is equilibration-and by this term Piaget means "a process leading to self-regulation."• Self-regulation refers to the active engagement of the Inell· vidual in regard to external disturbances which cause dis· equilibrium. When there is tension caused by environmental stimuli, such as being exposed to several alternatives by which to solve a problem, the individual achieves equilibri um by Inventi ng a way of dealing with, or under· standing, the tension. The individual may begin to use an abstract system of classification, such as that found In bl · ology, to better achieve harmony in his/her thinking about the variety o f objects within the experience.
David Elkind has an Interesting explanation of how equilibration regulates one's interactions with the en· vironment. It is due to equilibration that one Is not en· slaved by the environment nor by one's egocentrlsm •The child a.sslmilates, or "takes in," exPerience and, through his/her developing mental structures, also begins to ac· commodate that experience. The process or accommOda· lion makes the experience intelligible to the student , for the student begins to view reality from another's perspec· live. Wadsworth makes an interesting distinction when he refers to assimilation as a quantitative change In one's thinking and accommodation as a qualitative change. "
If the process of assimilation doesn't lead to eq ulii· brat Ion, tho subseq uent disequi li brium will cause dlscom· fort and drive the individual toward making an attempt to recogni ze t11e point of view of others. For instance, when a yovngs1er Is Just beginning to learn to add numbers, he/she experiences discomfort, which will lead to dis· equilibrium untll the process of addition Is mastered; that Is, until the student Is able to accommodate the concept of addition with a new cognitive s1ructure.
However, In order for disequilibrium to be a factor In the developmental process, the student must be Inter· ested In the ou tcome. Without Interest, In other words, there Is no disequilibrium. In order to anain advanced cog. nitive structures, the individual must reorganiw existing structures. And in order for this reorganization to occur, the student must perceive whatever conflicts are negating the reorganization. For example, conservation of number is developed as the result of disequilibrium the chi ld expe· riences by observing inconsistencies between repeated observations of numerical quality. Yet, often such con· fllcts may not lead to even d iscomfort, tor the student may not have the slightest In terest in t11e entire project.
But there may be a slight awareness of the conflict on the student's part, and this can lead to a recognilion of some concept of "sameness" regarding numbers, that they can be added In a number of ways, such as back· wards and forwards, for Instance. Fi nally, the process of conservation can be Initiated when the student perceives that there is a coordination between number and length. Th us, experience is needed if changes in the qualitative order of things is to be recognized by the student. It is through Interest and interaction that the student can dlsst· pate dlsequilibration. Some Practical Applications of Piaget's Views 1) Piaget has never tired of insisting that learning occurs
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only through active participation on the student's part. Knowledge Is not "out there,'' as some educational think· ers have suggested; knowledge Is not static in tnis sense. As teachers create the proper conditions for students to experiment. to try and personalty " figure thlngs out,'' and to discuss thei r find ings and their feelings abOut them, students begin the active process whereby " higher" lev· els of cogn itive growth can be realized. This process is a necessary condition for a student to develop to Piaget's stage of formal operations, fo r example. 2) Learning is not derived simply through verbal instruction on the teacher's part. Weingarten and Postman realized thfs a number of years ago; and the results of their reflections are found In Teaching as a Subversive Ac· tlvlty." A teacher who has attempted to verbalize an an· swer to a particular question before tM student has de· veloped the cognitive structures to be able to assimilate it realizes how fruitless verbal instruction Is at this point In the student's cognitive growth. 3) As was suggested before, social Interaction is a neces· sary ingredient which can lead to the process of acquiring fundamental knowledge. Piaget Insists that when students are free to Interact with other students without restrictive rules Imposed by the teacher, these children manage to accomplish a valuable dogree of interaction-it Is not merely a process ol Joking and "fooling arouno."" And It Is from this Interaction that the student can become aware of di fferent points of view and of difterent approaches to whatever Issue Is being Investigated. It is through such interaction that s1udents begin to lose their exclusive egocentric approach to Knowledge acquisi tion. At this po int, teachers can raise questions abou t the stu· dent's experiences within the individual's world . This can lead the students to reflect on their experiences, and to "sort out" observations and thoughts. 4) The types of teaming experiences that help develop fundamental knowledge, such as relating a historical period to subsequent social/political changes, cannot be consid· ered an ad hoc or a "one shot" activity. This degree of learning experience must be part of one's complete schooling.
For example, mental manipulations by adolescents, such as their attempts to understand the basic concepts of biology, largely consist ol the manipulation of symbols and abstract concepts, not merely tho grasping of specific objects within experience; this type of manipulation of ob· jects is necessary in elementary school. At any rate, far too often students are "told" or lectured about the meaning of such concepts as freedom and morality, as if there Is a meaning to such Important human concerns. They are not g iven the opportun ity to explore, question or discuss such concepts. According to Piaget, without such exploration, cognitive development can be retarded . 5) If the student is at some transitional stage of cognitive growth, then teacher intervention is more likely to produce positive results in aiding the student toward "higher" lev· els of intellectuallaffective ability. If the child is approaching fhe concrete operational level, but nol quite there and not simply at the pre·operatlonal stage of cognitive growth, then it is highly likely that, through teacher I ntervention, the student can make the transition to the next in· tellectual phase of !earning-such as understanding the relationship between conservation and weight, for example." Th is is an essential point, because it means that cognitive growth Is not merely an ad hoc process; but 23 teachers can actually construct systematic exercises to facilit ate movement from a transitional stage of cognitive development to a more complete one. 6) The degree to which a student' s thinking Is subject to adult Influence is still problematic. We haven't settled the Issue by the above remarks. Some psychologists, Holow· lnskl , for example, have met with great success using strictly Instructional models and m ethods to Induce sup. posed cognitive growth In students." Holowlnskl has In· sisted that after age four he has succeeded in facl lltatlng the chi ld's knowlege of processes as serlation . This is, perhaps, not a contradiction of Piaget's findings; rather, it may be an extension of Plagetian thought. 7) Finall y, let us discuss one specific current educational movemen t, mastery learning, within a Plagetlan frame· work.•• The work of Bloom has supplied much evidence that most students can master the learning necessary for academic success and subsequent successful adult In· volvements, such as in the world ot work. Proponents of the traditional concept of education, with whom Bloom d isagrees, support the Idea that one learns any gi ven s ub· ject in a clearl y defined instructional sequence. In mathe· mat ics ed ucation, for example, it was thought that s tu· dents should learn such mathe matical procedures as tong di vision in a specified amount of time. Some mathematics educators Insist that " a week spent studying long division Is enough time for students to master the process." "
The ex ponents of mastery learning couldn't disagree more. They Insist that mastery is not a time-specific con· cept. In fact, the reverse is true. Different s tudents need more or less ti me to begin to master a specific process, o r to systematically reflect on a particular Idea, such as one introduced In a phi losophy or an art c lass. It is contended by the exponents of mastery learning, then, that time spent on a particular academlc ·vocatlonal activity does not predict success at that activity.
Piaget would quite agree with Bloom's assessment. For Piaget. It Is precisely the rate through which students acquire knowledge and problem· solving ability that must be considered In any educational program. Most students can master almost any academ ic skill (other conditions being equal, such as genetic potential); but the rate o f such progress cannot be directly speci fied.
The Impli cati ons of Piaget 's theory and mastery learn· Ing theory are promising . Through the concept of mastery learning , students can progress to their full potential, and thus meet with academic success. Time Is an Impo rtant element In any educational endeavor, and the Piage· tian/mas tery learning concepts of schoollng demonstrate that the time It takes a studen t to proceed through an edu· cational program should be determined by the student's progress-there shou ld be no absolute sense regarding a time reference for all students to develop to a specific cognitive level. Finally , a Piagetian program which we have outlined supports Piaget's basic contention that only If students are allowed to act on new materials and are permlted to develop new symbols to understand the consequences of such object·manipulations will students be able to ac· quire various lacets o f fundamental knowledge. "
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As much as Piaget contended that his genetic eplste· mology has little, if any, specific application for the educa· tional process, ii is obvious, and fortunate for us as well, that he was mistaken. Piaget's views can be so helpful in finding a middle ground t o criticize many current educational fads, such as behaviora l modification and strict competency-based educational programs. It is my beliel that Piaget has much thought which will continue to ii· lumlnate the educational process. Piaget and his ideas on cognitive growth have direct relevance to the American educational situation.
I
Educators must gain a knowledge of the affects of policy making on education. During lhe 1960s and 1970s the establishment of edu· cation policy moved increasingly away from the realm of local school districts to state legislatures, the federal gov· emment and the Jud icial system. Wise asserts that the bureaucratlz.allon of the education system can be attributed to the proliferation of policies made at a distance from local school boards.
Legislated
The book provides an analysis of education policies and their effect on edu<:ation. It explores past policy treods in education, policies existing at the time of the book's publication, and future Implications for policy decisions. It shows conflicts that have surfaced because of educa· lion policy decisions. Wi se contends that the direction of public school policy has been changed through leglsla· lion and litigation and the change has not been healthy. Wise argues that one of the problems In education today is the conflict over who controls. Even though the Tenth Amendment reserves education for the slates, a new hierarchy has emerged in the governance of education with lhe federal government at the top, then the state government, and finally, the local school board. The state and federal government have gained control o f the education process through laws and policies requiring compliance with a multiplicity of rules and regulations. These regulations are Imposed with a naive belie f that education will be made more efficient and equitable. Instead, these policies tend to standardize the schools and have made them more bureaucratic. Wise believes that this has re· suited in a national system of education or fifty state sys· terns which are lndlstlnguishable. Local school boards Linda L. Davenport have lost the opportunity to develop their own policies to meet local educational needs.
Another problem Wise foresees Is the effect of decisions made by legal professionals instead of educators. Judicial decrees are being used as a method of correcting education problems. Such decrees often transfer the locus of control from local school boards to the state and federal government adding to the excessive bureaucratization. He contends that the disputes are decided by legally trained professionals who are interested only In the formal legal points of law and not tn the effect of their decisions on the entire educational process. Wise seems to believe that the rule of precedent (stare decisis), a fundamental cornerstone of the American legal system, actually Interferes with education. He asserts that the rule of precedent forestalls a court's ability to look at alternative solutions to fit the unique circumstances of each lo· cal school district.
The conflict between strong educational leadership and managerial leadership Is viewed as another major is· sue. As schools become more bureaucratic, concepts of educational readership will by necessity change. Managers who can handle rules and procedures may be preferred over strong educational leaders. The difficulty arises because these managers may be interested in the efficiency of the systems and not In the role of educat. lon In society or in the direction educallon Is taking.
States' rights versus individual rights Is another problem confronting education. Wise believes that states· rights have become paramount to Individual rights. Several traditional concepts of education have been threatened such as local control, teacher autonomy, academic freedom and educational governance. Legislated and judlclally mandated education are taking their place . These all raise the question of the proper relationship among individuals, the state and society. Wise believes traditions that have worked should not be abandoned.
Wise believes II hyperrationallzation, a term he used to describe excessive bureaucratization, is not diminished there will be winners and losers in the educational process. The winners will be elected and appointed officials and the staff of state departments of education who make the rules and regulations. The losers will be members of ·state and local school boards because their policy-making functions have been assumed by the central government. Administrators of private Institutions will lose because their discretion will be diminished. Teachers will be the major losers because they will lose their autonomy. Students wi II lose because education pol Icy tends to place the welfare of the state above the Individual. Wise believes that "nothing less Is at stake In this struggle for power than Individual freedom In a democratic society.''
The strength ot the book Is Wise's ability to present a wide range of information about educational policy making in a succinct manner. He discusses policies, which have helped create lhe bureaucratization of the educational system, that were developed by the federal government, state government, and th e judicial system and the effect of these policies on elementary, secondary, and higher education. He presents an lndepth study of Robin· son v. Cahill, the New Jersey sohool finance case, as a classic study of this bureaucratization .
The weakest section of the book Is Chapter 6 con· cemlng higher education. Wise presents Information about the effects of educational policy making on higher education by presenting quotes from persons Involved in higher 25 education. The content of the book would have been reinforced if he had elaborated more fully on higher education policy making. A balanced treatment between elementary, secondary and higher education pol icy making would have enhanced the overall focus of the book.
The book contains information that will help anyone, / 26 legislators, judges, administrators and teachers involved in the educational process understand the affects of ed u· cation policy making on the educational system . It is Im· peratlve that educators gain a knowledge of the affects of policy making on education and this book presents a com · prehenslve overview of the topic. The Interest In these new books shou ld not be limited to professors but should teach beyond to practitioners, policymakers and laypersons alike . The fol low ing reviews are not In tended to be a critical analysis of the three books but rather a brief summary as a means of informing the field o f new arrivals.
Educational Considerations
BOOK REVIEWS
Morphet, Johns and Reiter are now into the fourth edition of their very successful school administration text. Many of us cut our professional teeth on earlier editions of this book in our Introductory general school admin· istralion classes. The authors for years have been pro· ductive scholars and praotltloners of educational ad· mi nistration and, particularly, school finance. They have had a major impact on a generation of school leaders. Educational Organizations and Administration provides a comprehensive overview of the field. The book Is structured in three parts, providing a good framework for the substance of the text. Part 1 sets forth basic principles. concepts, and issues of educational administration. This part contains new chapters on decision making, communication and the politics of education. The organization for education is the basis of Pan 2. a traditional approach to educational governance by fO· cuslng on the three levels of government Involved In ed· ucation. However, they do consider area service agen· cles and community. education centers. The final section, Part 3, focuses on the development and administration of programs and services. A new chapter on collective bargaining and adm inistration has been added. Each chapter is concluded with several rhetorical questions In a sec· lion called some important problems and Issues. As a basic, introductory text, this new edition appears to be on target.
Hoy and Miskel's second ed ition continues their fresh approach to the study of educational administration . They view edue<itlonal administration from the perspec· tive of theory and research in an attempt to foster a sclen· tific approach to Its study. They employ "a social systems perspective to synthesize the structure and recurring processes of educational organlzalfons." The authors have added new materials on organizational behaviors and mo· tivation. In addition, they have added a new chapter on or· ganlzation effectiveness which should be of rmmense as· sistance to educators in an era of accountabi lity. The title of each of the 13 chapters reflect the theoretical building blocks of educational administration. Th e first chapter contains the conceptual perspectives for the study of edu· cational admin istration. Chapter two provides an lmpor. !ant synthesis of the relation of theory, research and prac· lice. This chapter should be of value as a linkage between professors and practitioners of ed ucational adminlstra· lion. Other topics include the school as a social system, bureaucracy, motivation, organlzatlo nal cllma1 e, leader· ship, decision making , communication and organization effectiveness. This book helps explain the " why" or wllat we do as educational administrators as well as the theo· retic al bases for the "how." I predict tills book will be· come an important addition to the synthesis literature on educational administration.
Monahan and Hengst have adopled a oon textua1 approach to educational administration. They have al· tempted to identify the total context (environment) of the public schools and describe educational administration In the totality of that overall context. Thus in Part I, they de· scribe the educational administration milieu including the contemporary environment, critical dimensions of educa· tional management, the structure and functions of school administration, the oourts and the state education agency. The focus of Part II is the management context. These chapters include general management concerns and Is· sues, including personnel administration, collective ba" gaining and affirmative action (why affirmative act ion was included here instead of under personnel administration is beyond me), and fiscal aspects of educational manage· ment. The final section, Part Ill, focuses on the 1eadershfp context. Here the authors finally discuss the concept ol contextuallsm. They describe context as "the Interrelated conditions In which events occur and thus a useful term for attempting to characterize the connections and coher· ences that define the ethics, esthetlcs, and epistemology of administration as a special kind of human activity." Therefore, contextuallsm would have us view educational administration in terms of Its context In the total human and natural environment. Unfortunately, this chapter would have made much more sense early on In the book instead of at Chapter 10. The remainder of the chapters In the final section focuses primarily on administrative lead· ership in terms of interpersonal behavior, administrator· 27 board relations and the principalship. The authors con· elude with a brief discussion of administration as a con tin· uous beginning with some behavioral requisites neces· sary for survival: action orientation, decision making, ob· jectivity, authenticity, (in an existentialist sense) and toler· ance. Unfortunately, the contemporary context the au· 28 thOrs write In seems to the 1970's with little reference to the future of public education.
All three books provide a diverse approach to the study of educational administration. A much closer read· ing will be necessary to make an informed judgment about the impact on the field of educational administration.
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